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Abstract. The problem of determining whether a receiver may safely
accept attributes (e.g., identity, credentials, location) of unknown senders
in various online social protocols is a special instance of a more general
problem of establishing trust in interactive protocols. We introduce the
notion of interactive trust protocols to illustrate the usefulness of social
collateral in reducing the inherent trust asymmetry in large classes of
online user interactions. We define a social collateral model that allows
receivers to accept attributes from unknown senders based on explicit
recommendations received from social relations. We use social collateral as a measure of both social relations and “tie strength” among
individuals to provide different degrees of accountability when accepting attribute information from unknown senders. Our model is robust
in the face of several specific attacks, such as impersonation and tiestrength-amplification attacks. Preliminary experiments with visualization of measured tie strength among users of a social network indicate
that the model is usable by ordinary protocol participants.
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Introduction

In many real-world social interactions, the authentication of someone’s attributes
is a crucial requirement. For example, accepting an invitation to a social event
from an unknown person often requires an introduction that establishes that
person’s identity, and possibly credentials. If verified, that person’s social connections may be sufficient to establish an identity that is suitable for the invitation protocol. In short, many social interactions in the physical world rely on
one’s ability to authenticate others’ attributes. In these interactions, a receiver’s
friends, family members, or professional colleagues are often able to authenticate the attributes of a sender with whom they are acquainted but who may be
unknown to the receiver. Typically a receiver accepts the attribute authentication of an unknown sender from his/her social relations conditionally, depending
upon affirmative answers to the following two questions. First, is the receiver’s
social relation sufficiently strong (e.g., close friend, immediate-family member,
colleague of long standing) to warrant the receiver’s trust for the particular
protocol? And second, does the receiver’s social relation know the sender well
enough to competently vouch for the authenticity of a particular attribute?
As social interactions migrate from the physical to the online world, it would
be desirable that the authentication of an unknown sender’s attributes would

proceed along the same lines as in a physical-world protocol and match a receiver’s natural expectations. Users are less likely to make costly mistakes and
accept unauthentic inputs, disclose private information, and fall victims of online scams if protection measures with which they are familiar in the physical
world are supported in the online world. However, current online social networks
do not use any form of social authentication from the physical world, and as a
consequence they cannot guarantee the correspondence between an online and a
physical-world identity. A typical example is a Facebook invitation, which cannot guarantee the physical identity of the issuer or even that the issuer exists
in the physical world. Authenticating an individual’s identity by examining a
list of mutual Facebook “friends” provides inadequate identity authentication in
practice [1, 2, 13], even for security-conscious individuals [23]. Furthermore, associations between an online identity and a public key, which is typically provided
by identity certificates, are becoming more and more uncertain [3] – not just
cumbersome to obtain. Online protocols prompting users to accept an unknown
identity’s certificate i) for a single protocol session, ii) forever, or iii) never, offload certificate-authenticity determination to a certificate receiver who cannot
possibly make that determination in an informed manner; i.e., the certificate
receiver often may not know the real owner of that certificate.
In this paper, we argue that the problem of determining whether a receiver
may safely accept attributes (e.g., identity; credentials, such as certificates,
groups, roles; and locations such IP addresses, or URLs, physical coordinates) of
unknown senders is a special instance of a more general problem of establishing
trust in interactive protocols. We define the salient properties of interactive trust
protocols and use them to illustrate the usefulness of social collateral in reducing
the inherent trust asymmetry in these protocols (Section 2). Then we present
a social-collateral model in which receivers are able to accept attributes from
unknown senders in a safe manner based on explicit recommendations made by
social relations; e.g., by their friends, relatives, collaborators (Section 3). We use
the notion of the social collateral as a measure of both social relations and of
“tie strength1 ” among individuals to provide different degrees of accountability
for accepting attributes of unknown senders on an ad hoc basis (Section 4). Our
model is robust in the face of several specific attacks, such as impersonation
and tie-strength-amplification attacks (Section 5). The key feature of our model
is that a user only needs to perform a single informal measurement of the tie
strength between his/her friend and an unknown sender, which is represented by
a simple visual diagram. Preliminary experiments with visualization of measured
tie strength in a social network indicate that the model is usable by ordinary
protocol participants (Section 6).

1

Tie strength is the technical term that refers to the closeness, social proximity, or
propinquity of two individuals.

(1) Sender’s aributes; Receiver’s ac on => Sender’s service
(2) Receiver either takes speciﬁed ac on or rejects
Receiver
Bob

(3) Sender provides speciﬁed service

Sender
Charlie

Fig. 1. An interactive trust protocol. When both parties are honest (i.e., complying
with the protocol specifications), both are better off after protocol execution.
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Interactive Trust Protocols

A receiver’s decision of whether to accept a sender’s attributes is an instance of
the more general problem of input trust. In fact, one can show that a receiver’s
decision to accept input from an unknown sender, where (1) the sender and
receiver cooperation benefits both and (2) lack of cooperation benefits the sender
and causes the receiver to incur a loss, is an instance of a classic trust problem of
behavioral economics [9]. This problem also manifests itself in interactive trust
protocols often found in online social applications. The following three generic
steps, which are illustrated in Figure 1, characterize these protocols:
1. A sender invites a receiver to participate in a social protocol. (The invitation can be implemented by an explicit protocol message sent to a specific
receiver, or by an open invitation posted on a website to any receiver). The
sender’s invitation comprises the sender’s attributes and protocol specification; i.e., if the receiver takes a specified action, the sender will provide a
service that will benefit the receiver. For example, the action required of the
receiver may be to click on a link provided by the sender, disclose personal
information (e.g., personal identification, bank account, credit card number),
pay for a forthcoming answer to a query or a solution to a problem, or invest
in a specified enterprise. The invitation message itself is assumed to be a
benign input to the receiver; e.g., it can be verified to be free of malware.
2. The receiver verifies the unknown sender’s attributes and follows the protocol
specification: he either takes the specified action or rejects. If the receiver
rejects, the protocol ends.
3. The protocol specification allows the sender to verify whether the receiver
took the specified action. The sender performs the verification and if the
verification passes, the sender follows the protocol and provides the specified service. Otherwise, the sender terminates the protocol. The sender can
always give the receiver another chance in the future.
4. If the receiver determines that the sender is non-compliant, it never runs this
protocol with the sender again. Non-compliance may manifest itself whenever
the unknown sender uses spoofed identity, credentials, or location; and provides corrupt service (e.g., incorrect results, messages containing malware)
or no service at all.
Interactive trust protocols have three properties: a value promise, asymmetric
trust, and expected execution safety.

(2) Receiver is honest: takes speciﬁed acon
Receiver (3) Sender is dishonest: spoofs ID, credenal address,
and corrupts or omits service
Bob

Sender
Charlie

Fig. 2. Asymmetry of an interaction trust protocol. When the sender is dishonest, the
sender is better off and the honest receiver is worse off after protocol execution.

Value promise. If both parties are honest, namely they both follow the protocol
specification, then both parties are better off after protocol execution. Clearly,
the protocol specification must imply that both the sender and the receiver
would derive some positive value; i.e., there must be a net benefit in executing
the protocol honestly to both parties. We denote the value derived by receiver
from honest protocol execution by HVR > 0, and by the sender by HVS > 0. If a
positive value does not materialize for either the sender or receiver, the protocol
would never be advertised or executed [9].
Asymmetric trust. To obtain the value promised, the sender can always verify
and never needs to trust a receiver’s honesty. In contrast, a receiver can never
verify the sender’s honesty before the protocol ends and hence must trust that
the sender is honest to obtain the value promised.
The asymmetric trust property implies that the protocol has asymmetric
outcomes whenever participants are dishonest. If the sender is dishonest, he is
better off than when he is honest, since he receives the value promised without
having to deliver any service (i.e., any value) to an honest receiver. Specifically,
if we denote the sender’s positive benefit from dishonesty (i.e., from protocol
non-compliance) by DVS , then the dishonest sender’s ill-gotten gain is GainS =
DVS − HVS > 0. This means that the sender has an incentive to be dishonest.
Furthermore, an honest receiver is worse off whenever the sender is dishonest,
since he has to deliver the value promised without obtaining anything in return.
Hence, the protocol implies that GainS > 0 ⇒ HVR < 0. However, if the receiver
is dishonest, and claims to have taken the action required by the protocol without
actually doing so, the sender terminates the protocol. (Recall that the sender
can always discover whether the receiver took the required action.) In this case,
DVR = 0 and HVS = 0. Hence, GainR = DVR − HVR = −HVR < 0, which
implies that the receiver has no incentive to be dishonest.
Note that an honest receiver might not even be able to discern a sender’s
dishonesty until far beyond the end of the protocol. For example, the service
provided by a dishonest sender may comprise an arbitrary program whose output
behavior cannot always be verified by the receiver. (Verifiability of the output
behavior of an arbitrary program is undecidable.) Or, the verification cost may
exceed the value of the sender’s service to the receiver; e.g., the receiver may
have to verify the solution to a co-NP complete problem, which is very unlikely
to be possible in polynomial time [9]. Figure 2 illustrates this protocol state.

The trust and outcome asymmetry in interactive trust protocols is inherent:
the honest receiver benefits only if the receiver trusts the sender in all protocol
runs, whereas the sender does not have to trust the receiver to benefit in any
protocol run. Of course, one could modify the protocol specification so that the
balance shifts in the favor of the receiver at the expense of the sender, but the
inherent trust and outcome asymmetry that characterize these protocols cannot
be eliminated. The reasons for this are apparent.
First, in an interactive trust protocol, the receiver cannot isolate himself from
sender’s misbehavior. To receive any value, the receiver has to respond to the
server’s invitation first, and hence the receiver becomes exposed to a sender’s
misbehavior, which includes no response at all.
Second, the receiver may be unable to recover from sender misbehavior after
the protocol ends. Recovery may be expensive or impractical, as it may have
complex dependencies on other users’ actions, which may be impossible to undo
such as recovering a leaked secret or private information. More importantly, the
receiver may not even be aware that recovery is necessary. As noted above, he
might not be able to detect the effect of a sender’s corrupt service until long
after recovery becomes impractical; e.g., whether the sender’s response message
contains malware that damages the receiver may not be an efficiently answered
question, if at all.
Third, the receiver may not have any evidence of the sender’s trustworthiness.
Of course, the type of evidence needed depends on whether the sender is a
computer or a human using a computer. If the service is a computer, checking
trustworthiness evidence reduces to an assessment of correctness evidence in
a computational setting. Such evidence, however, is hard to come by: very few
systems or services exist that have ever been evaluated at high levels of assurance
by most accepted criteria, from the Orange Book (1983) to Common Criteria
(2011), and none of these are commodity systems available to all users. Only
few commercially available systems, all designed for special applications, have
been evaluated at high levels of assurance for the past three decades. If a sender
is a human, or a human operating a computer, the notion of trustworthiness
becomes strictly stronger than that of computational correctness, as it must
encompass evidence of trustworthy human behavior, which is much more difficult
to obtain and evaluate. Furthermore, trustworthiness evidence is always about
past behavior and hence, even if available, it cannot be a guarantee of sender’s
present or future behavior in an interactive trust protocol.
Fourth, the receiver may be unable to deter a sender’s misbehavior. Although
intuition suggests that deterrence requires punishment, and punishment requires
accountability, it is unknown what punishment and accountability are sufficient
for deterrence. Even if sufficient punishment becomes available to deter a dishonest sender, such punishment may be impractical because the sender may be
located in a different network jurisdiction than the receiver.
Although asymmetry elimination may not be possible without intervention
by other external trusted entities (e.g., trusted third parties), asymmetry reduction may be possible in specific protocol instances. Recent research [9] shows

that the four areas of asymmetry reduction mentioned above, namely isolation,
recovery, trustworthiness-evidence evaluation, and deterrence represent the closure of countermeasure types a receiver can employ using both computational
and behavioral trust. For interactive trust protocols, all that computational trust
suggests can be classified as isolation-, recovery-, and correctness-evidence-based
countermeasures for receivers. All that behavioral trust suggests is enhanced receiver preferences (i.e., diminished risk and betrayal aversion) and beliefs in
the trustworthiness of the sender. Both preferences and beliefs can be enhanced
whenever sender’s dishonesty triggers sender’s punishment; i.e., it seems natural
that betrayal aversion can be decreased and belief in trustworthiness increased
by punishment that would deter. Similarly, it seems natural that risk aversion
can be decreased and trustworthiness increased by assuring feasible recovery
from sender’s dishonesty.
Safety. The question faced by a receiver is this: given the inherent asymmetry of
interactive trust protocols, is it ever safe for a receiver to accept a sender’s invitation and take the required protocol action? The answer to the safety question
is unequivocal, if somewhat surprising: under well-defined conditions, a receiver
can trust a sender despite the inherent asymmetry of the interactive trust protocols. These conditions are:
1. The protocol is repeated indefinitely in the future, and hence the promise of
future value exists;
2. The sender is rational, and hence can compute the present value of future
honest behavior; and
3. The present value of future honest behavior exceeds the value of the sender’s
dishonest behavior (i.e., of DVS ). Hence, the sender has no incentive to cheat.
The questions that need to be answered are how the receiver can compute
(i) present value of a sender’s future behavior, and (ii) the value of the sender’s
dishonest behavior. To compute the present value, the receiver must know the
sender’s discount rate, r > 0. Informally, since rational users prefer value in
hand over future value, they discount the future value. Discounting future value
accounts, among other things, for the uncertainty in obtaining it from a business
partner, and interest rates. Since an interactive trust protocol is executed in
multiple future sessions (by Condition 1), and the sender’s discount rate is r > 0
(by Condition 2), at each round, t, of the protocol the value obtained by the
sender by executing the protocol honestly is:
HVS
(1 + r)t

where t = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Hence, the present value of all future protocol sessions is
HVS +

HVS
HVS · (1 + r)
HVS
HVS
+
+ ··· =
+
,
2
3
1 + r (1 + r)
(1 + r)
r

and Condition 3 above becomes

HVS · (1 + r)
HVS
HVS
> DVS or r <
=
.
r
DVS − HVS
GainS
HVS
Thus, if r ≥ Gain
, the sender may not be trusted.
S
Note, however, that a receiver cannot possibly know the value of the sender’s
precise discount rate, r, except in very general terms, and hence even if the
HVS
, he could not figure out whether r is less
receiver could compute the ratio Gain
S
HVS
HVS
HVS
than GainS . However, the receiver knows that if Gain
→ 0, then r > Gain
S
S
and the sender cannot be trusted. In this case, GainS ≫ HVS , which implies
DVS
≫ 2. This means that the protocol will have very few sessions before
that HV
S
the receiver has to end it. Conversely, if it is a priori known that the protocol
will only have a few sessions, say 2, then the receiver should not ever start since
the sender has all the incentives to cheat. This implies that all interactive trust
protocols that have very only few sessions (e.g., one), may in fact be scams, or
deception attempts. Similarly, if previously honest senders discover that they
have lost the receivers’ trust, they have strong incentives to cheat during the
(last) session of the protocol.2
HVS
→ +∞ or that GainS → 0. In this case, r <
Now suppose that, Gain
S
HVS
GainS and the rational sender can be trusted since he has no incentive to cheat
during any session of the protocol. Hence, protocol asymmetry would eliminated.
However, by the arguments presented above, this is ruled out in interactive trust
protocols where, by the definition, GainS > 0.

3

The Role of Social Collateral

Collateral and trusted third parties. One way to ensure that GainS → 0
is to modify the protocol and introduce a third party that is trusted by both
sender and receiver. The role of the trusted third party (TTP) is simple: the
TTP computes GainS , establishes a collateral value that exceeds GainS , and
collects it from the sender before the first protocol session. If the sender does
not comply with the protocol in some session, the TTP uses the sender’s collateral and compensates the receiver for his losses. This effectively eliminates a
sender’s incentive to be dishonest and thus the protocol asymmetry. Of course,
for a receiver to accept a sender’s invitation to engage in the protocol, the receiver’s potential loss must be less than the collateral value. In this case, even if
a sender cheats, the receiver never loses anything. In short, two conditions must
be satisfied to eliminate protocol asymmetry:
– Sender’s deterrence: TTP Collateral > GainS ; and
– Receiver’s acceptability: TTP Collateral > Receiver’s Loss.
Although this modification of the interactive trust protocols resolves the
asymmetry problem, it is impractical for two reasons:
2

This fact is also consistent with the observation that insiders, who are trusted to provide honest services to their organizations, are likely to attack their own organization
when they suspect that they are about to be fired [21, 22].

1. The modification assumes that an external TTP can be found that is trusted
by both sender and receiver. This may be challenging and less than satisfactory: the protocol between a sender who deposits collateral and the TTP
who received the collateral is an interactive trust protocol itself and so is
that between a receiver and the TTP. In effect, by using a TTP, we have
simply removed the asymmetry from the original trust protocol and moved
it to the sender and receiver protocols with their common TTP. Hence, we
have not completely eliminated trust asymmetry.
2. More importantly, the modified trust protocol is unlikely to start whenever
the sender invites multiple receivers, since it does not scale: the sender may
be unable to post separate collateral for every receiver who might accept the
sender’s invitation to engage.
Social collateral, deterrence, and acceptability. We now show that it is
possible to reduce the asymmetry of an interactive trust protocol between a
receiver and an unknown sender without relying on a TTP to collect, hold collateral, and compensate the receiver for his loses when needed. Let us assume
that a social relation exists between the receiver and a third party who also
has a social tie to the unknown sender. That is, the third party may be a close
friend, immediate-family member, or colleague of long standing of the receiver.
In the social collateral model [15], this implies that the third party has social
collateral with the receiver and any misbehavior by the third party would cause
loss of the collateral. In particular, the third party would be deterred from providing false inputs to the receiver by the loss of the social collateral. Thus, all
recommendations made to the receiver are likely to be correct, or at least not
intentionally deceitful. Also, the existence of a social relationship implies that
any trust protocol between the receiver and the third party could be repeated
indefinitely and the present value of future honest protocol sessions is high. Furthermore, it implies that any trust protocol between the receiver and the third
party can always be initiated.
The role of the third party in interactive trust protocols is not that of a
TTP. First, the third party need not be trusted by both the receiver and sender.
In fact, the sender and the third party need not trust each other at all. They
only need to have a social tie that is sufficiently strong so that the third party’s
recommendation to the receiver regarding the sender is, in fact, accepted by
the receiver. Furthermore, the trust between the receiver and the third party is
already fully captured by existing social collateral and need not be established
by yet another trust protocol. In short, the trust asymmetry between the receiver
and the unknown sender is reduced without requiring a TTP.
The remaining questions are whether (1) the present value of future honest
protocol sessions implied by social collateral exceeds the third party’s value of
dishonest behavior (i.e., false recommendations) in any future protocol session,
and (2) the receiver considers the social collateral acceptable. The answer to the
first question would determine whether the loss of a third party’s social collateral
with the receiver is sufficient to deter any misbehavior (i.e., bad recommendation) by the third party. The answer to the second question would determine

whether the third party’s social collateral exceeds the receiver’s loss resulting
from potential misbehavior of the third party. While these questions cannot be
answered without taking into account the specifics of an interactive trust protocol, evidence indicates that loss of social collateral has non-negligible deterrent
value, and that the reduction of asymmetry between the third party and receiver has a direct relationship to loss exposure by the receiver [15]. Hence, in
our model for attribute authentication we rely on the following hypothesis and
asymmetry-reduction criterion.
Deterrence Hypothesis: The loss of a social relation deters misbehavior.3
Asymmetry-Reduction Criterion: The greater a receiver’s exposure to loss
is, the more social collateral is required.

4

A Social Collateral Model for Attribute Authentication

All characteristics of an interactive trust protocol are found in the online social
network problem of accepting an invitation from an unknown sender. In online
social networks, the receiver can materialize the value promise only by accepting
the sender’s attributes, even when attribute authentication may be impractical in
the absence of an identification and authentication infrastructure. For example,
when the receiver accepts the sender’s attributes, the receiver’s potential benefits
are as follows: (1) build new social, professional, or business connections with
the sender and his friends; (2) use sender’s services with the assurance that the
sender is accountable, since his identity and social connections are known; and
(3) develop his/her own social network connections by building future strong ties
with the sender and be recommend by the sender to others. Asymmetry is also
evident: the receiver knows nothing about the sender attributes’ authenticity
whereas the sender knows everything about them. The safety problem also arises
here: is it ever safe to accept the attributes of an unknown sender in the absence
of an identification, authentication, and accountability infrastructure?
A receiver’s decision to accept a third-party’s authentication of an unknown
sender’s attributes presented in Section 1 can now be framed as a trust decision
to be made in an interactive protocol where a third party has (1) a social relation
with the receiver and (2) a social tie with the invitation sender and the receiver.
This scenario is illustrated in Figure 3, where SC(A)@B denotes the social
collateral which third party A has with receiver B as the result of their friendship,
whereas SC(C)@A denotes the social collateral assigned by receiver B to the
signed recommendation made by third party A for an attribute of the unknown
sender C.
Social ties. Unlike social relations, which imply the existence of social collateral,
we use social ties only as a measure of the social distance between two parties.
Although they do not necessarily imply existence of collateral, social ties serve
3

Recent evidence shows that loss of social relations deters more than the law, even
when both law and loss of social collateral fail to provide sufficient deterrence for
specific forms of misbehavior (e.g., insider misuse of permissions) [14].
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Fig. 3. An interactive trust protocol with a social relation. In this figure, 3rd party A
has a social relation with receiver B and a social tie with sender C. KC stands for the
public key of C.

as an indication of the knowledge one party has about the other. Stronger ties
imply more accurate knowledge, and this in turn serves as the basis for more
credible recommendations. Hence, being able to measure the strength of a tie
between receiver B’s friend A and unknown sender C in a manner that can be
easily evaluated by B becomes important, particularly since our model requires
B to assign a social collateral value to the strength of a tie between A and C
(discussed below).
Social science research has studied a variety of parameters that capture the
strength of ties between individuals. Gilbert and Karahalios [6] have recently
showed that four relatively simple parameters are sufficient for determining
tie strength in practice: communication reciprocity [5, 11, 19], existence of at
least one mutual friend [24], recency of communication [20], and interaction
frequency [7, 11]. Our model relies on the ease of measurement, display, and understanding of these parameters by humans since it requires assessment of tie
strength values and assignment of social collateral to them. In addition to these
four parameters, we use length of the relationship as an additional tie-strength
indicator. We do this because the length of a relationship increases accountability by adding a significant degree of moral responsibility to reporting authentic
attributes of unknown senders. Shneiderman’s work on the rich feedback about
content quality provided by patterns of past performance online [25] supports
the inclusion of this additional parameter.
The tie strength parameters are collected from a variety of online sources;
e.g., online social networks, email, peer-to-peer (P2P) communication, physicalencounter evidence provided by GPS-enabled phones, accounts of phone communications. Some of these (required) parameters could be deliberately manipulated
by a single individual; e.g., communication recency may be inflated by spurious
emails and P2P messages. However, not all parameters can be manipulated simultaneously unilaterally to generate consistent false tie-strength measurements,
since not all parameters are under the control of a single individual. For example, physical encounters, accounts of reciprocity in phone calls require both
individuals to act. Nevertheless these parameters could be artificially inflated

by collusion between two individuals. Furthermore, some parameters under user
control could be decreased whenever individuals collude to hide the strength
of their social tie. Hiding the strength of a social tie may not necessarily be a
malicious act designed to misinform an unsuspecting receiver.
Privacy Concerns. While the privacy of his tie to the unknown sender may
be less of a concern for the third party with respect to his friend the receiver,
revealing the strength of his social tie with the third party may violate the
privacy concerns of the unknown sender. However, this is not a surprise: very often, protocols that establish authenticity conflict with privacy in an unavoidable
manner [16]. However, in interactive trust protocols, the potential loss of privacy
is under the control of the parties who are affected by it. That is, the sender and
the third party can decide how much, if any, of their social tie strength to reveal
to a receiver. Furthermore, this decision can be unilaterally taken or negotiated;
e.g., the third party may refuse to sign the strong tie evidence requested by a
sender, and the sender may selectively remove or decrease the values of some revealing parameters under individual control. However, not all parameter values
can be simultaneously decreased, as some values may be provided by network
services outside individual user control; e.g., phone and e-mail account information. The use of these parameters is required by the receiver so that he could
assign social collateral to the social tie in an reasonably accurate manner for
deterrence purposes.
Social collateral assignment. In our model, a recommendation for the authenticity of an unknown sender’s attributes comprises (1) the specification of
the attribute whose authenticity is vouched by the third-party recommender, (2)
the evidence of the social tie between the unknown sender and recommender,
and (3) the recommender’s signature. In contrast with SC(A)@B, which is a
direct measure of the friendship between A and B, to assign collateral value
SC(C)@A to third party A’s recommendation, receiver B verifies A’s signature,
using A’s public key which we assume B already has, and evaluates the social
tie evidence included in the recommendation.
In assigning social collateral to the third party A’s recommendation for unknown sender C’s attributes, higher collateral values correspond to stronger evidence of the social tie between C and the recommender A. Since some of C’s
attributes may require more knowledge about C for authentication, a stronger
tie between A and C becomes necessary. This is the case because receiver B’s
risk of security exposure caused by accepting a false attribute as authentic for a
particular application may be higher for some attributes than for others. Hence,
that risk must be offset by recommender A’s better knowledge of, and stronger
tie to, the unknown third party C. For example, accepting C’s identity as authentic would require lower tie strength than accepting C’s public key, since the
public key may be used to set up a secure channel for the later transmission
of sensitive data, whereas C’s identity may be used merely for granting C read
access to low-sensitivity objects. Similarly, accepting a set of attributes would
require higher tie strength than accepting a proper subset of those attributes.
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Acceptability and deterrence. The above discussion indicates that receiver
B has a particular collateral threshold for accepting an attribute of an unknown
sender C in his application. Let TB (app, attr) denote that threshold. Hence,
receiver B verifies that
Acceptability :

SC(C)@A ≥ TB (app, attr)

where TB (app, attr) ≥ 0 is a measure of the loss incurred by B’s application,
app, if attribute, attr, is unauthentic.
In our model, recommender A looses her social collateral with friend B,
namely SC(A)@B, if the recommendation to accept an attribute, attr, as authentic in B’s application, app, turns out to be false. Our deterrence hypothesis
suggests that loss of this social collateral would prevent A from making false
recommendations to B. However, A faces a clear case of moral hazard. That is,
if the social tie between recommender A and the unknown sender C is stronger
than the friendship between A and receiver B, C could conceivably bribe A to
make a false recommendation to B. This fact has been pointed out in the social
collateral model of Karlan et al. [15]. Hence, B has to verify that his friendship
with A is stronger than A’s social tie to C.
Deterrence :

SC(A)@B − SC(C)@A ≥ PB (app, attr)

where PB (app, attr) ≥ 0 is a measure of the net loss of social collateral incurred
by A if A’s recommendation attribute, attr, for B’s application, app, is unauthentic.
Figure 4 illustrates B’s acceptance of a public-key certificate recommendation
for unknown sender C from his friend A.
Second independent opinion. Suppose that receiver B’s acceptability check
for unknown sender C’s attribute, attr, does not pass for application, app, because the tie strength between A and C is too low. To ensure that his rejection of
C’s invitation is justified, B can seek a second, independent third-party’s recommendation. To do so, B searches sender C’s social graph to determine whether C
has a social tie with any other of B’s friends. If this search returns a non-empty
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Fig. 5. Accepting a self-signed certificate from an unknown sender C. Receiver B seeks
second opinion from 3rd party friend D who is independent from friend A.

list of B’s friends who have a social tie with C, then B selects, at random, another possible recommender for C’s attribute, from the list, say friend D. Then B
informs C of the need to obtain a signed recommendation from D and provides it
along with C’s invitation. When this second recommendation is made available,
receiver B’s acceptability and deterrence checks become:
Acceptability : SC(C)@A + SC(C)@D ≥ TB (app, attr)
Deterrence : SC(A)@B − SC(C)@A ≥ PB (app, attr) and
SC(D)@B − SC(C)@D ≥ PB (app, attr)
Note that, in the social collateral model of Karlan et al. [15], the social
collateral available on two separate paths between a source and destination is
unconditionally additive. In contrast, in our model, additivity is conditioned on
B’s random selection of a second recommender friend, D, who has a social tie
with unknown sender C. The random choice of D implies that C’s chances of
bribing both of B’s independent friends, A and D, to deliberately reduce their tie
strength evidence simply to pass B’s deterrence checks and vouch for unauthentic
C attributes, are significantly diminished.
Figure 5 illustrates B’s acceptance of a public-key certificate for unknown
sender C based on the independent recommendations of his friends A and D.
Forwarded recommendations. Suppose that a social tie between unknown
sender C and any one of receiver B’s friends does not exist. Instead, a social tie
between C and a friend of A, namely E, exists. This case is illustrated in Figure 6.
Furthermore, suppose that B’s friend A has accepted a recommendation from her
friend E regarding the authenticity of unknown sender C’s attribute (i.e., public
−1
key certificate {C, KC }KE , and that A is willing to forward E’s recommendation
to B along with E’s public key.
In this case, unknown sender C can present two pieces of evidence to receiver
−1
B to justify the authenticity of C’s attribute: i.e., certificate {C, KC }KE . The
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Fig. 6. Accepting an unknown sender C’s attribute signed by a friend (E) of a friend
(A).

first is the evidence of E’s tie to C signed by A, namely {T ie(C − E)}KA . The
second is A’s assessment of E’s social collateral at A (i.e., E’s friendship with
−1
A) signed by A, namely {SC(E)@A}KA . Given these pieces of evidence, should
−1
receiver B accept the forwarded authentication of C’s attribute, {C, KC }KE ?
To accept, B has to evaluate both the recommendation itself and whether A’s
forwarding of E’s recommendation is warranted by B’s social relation (friendship)
with A.
To evaluate E’s recommendation of C’s attribute, B asks the following question: are A’s deterrence and acceptability criteria for E’s recommendation at least
as strong as mine (B’s)? To answer this question, B has to apply the two criteria
using his own parameters, namely TB (app, {C, KC }), PB (app, {C, KC }), and his
assignment of social collateral to the tie {T ie(C − E)}, namely SC(C)@E, after
verifying signatures appropriately. B’s criteria are:
−1

Acceptability : SC(C)@E ≥ TB (app, {C, KC })
Deterrence : SC(E)@A − SC(C)@E ≥ PB (app, {C, KC })
To determine whether A’s forwarding of E’s recommendation is warranted,
receiver B again applies his criteria to friend A’s and social tie between A and
E. To do so B uses A’s assignment of social collateral to her friendship with E,
namely SC(E)@A, as follows:
Acceptability : SC(E)@A ≥ TB (app, {C, KC })
Deterrence : SC(A)@B − SC(E)@A ≥ PB (app, {C, KC })
In short, when these two pieces of evidence are made available to receiver B
by unknown sender C, receiver B’s acceptability and deterrence checks become:
Acceptability : min{SC(E)@A, SC(C)@E} ≥ TB (app, {C, KC })
Deterrence : min{SC(A)@B − SC(E)@A, SC(E)@A − SC(C)@E}
≥ PB (app, {C, KC })

We note that these two checks are applicable to other attributes of C, not
just certificate {C, KC }.

5

Model Robustness

The social collateral model defined above assumes two types of adversarial attacks. In the first type, the adversary is the unknown sender C who attempts to
impersonate a false identity or provide a false certificate for a known identity to
an unsuspecting receiver B. Adversary C unilaterally manipulates tie strength
parameters in an attempt to increase his chances of successfully convincing B
to accept his unauthentic attributes. In effect, adversary C may try to inflate a
recommendation from B’s friend A. However, this type of attack cannot succeed
in the protocols proposed above for three complementary reasons. First, recommender A will not agree to endorse (i.e., sign) inflated tie strength parameters
since she is deterred by the social collateral loss with receiver B. Second, the inflation of all social tie parameters will fail because, as discussed in the previous
section, some parameters may not be controllable by the user and others may
require collusion with the recommender. Third, our model offers no incentive to
recommender A to collude with sender C and endorse tie strength parameters
inflated by C. The deterrence check performed by B would reject very strong
ties between C and A. Hence, the moral hazard to which A might be exposed by
refusing to endorse C’s inflated social tie parameters (e.g., the distrust revelation
problem [17]) does not materialize in our model.
In the second type of adversarial attack, the unknown sender C colludes with
receiver B’s friend A to conceal and diminish the real strength of their tie and
induce B to accept C’s false credentials. (Recall that collusion between A and
C to inflate their tie strength is countered by B’s deterrence check, as discussed
above.) A particular instance of this attack may materialize when unknown
sender C is in fact a secret Sybil of B’s friend A. Our model addresses this type
of attack in three distinct ways.
Independent second opinion. If the social-tie strength is too low and does
not pass receiver B’s acceptability threshold, B would automatically request an
independent second opinion from friend D (viz., in Figure 5). Should a second
independent opinion not be available, B’s acceptability test would fail. It is rather
unlikely that C could anticipate and “bribe” a randomly chosen independent
provider by a second opinion. Furthermore, note that the independence of the
second opinion could not be easily manipulated by sender C since the choice of
the second-opinion provider, D, is exclusively receiver B’s. Sender C has no say
in it. Furthermore, unknown sender C has no clue of the amount of collateral
receiver B’s friends A and D have with B. All C sees in the social graph are
“friend” connections. C would have to bribe all of B’s “friends” he knows since
he does not know B’s future second-opinion provider. Thus, it seems unlikely
that both Bob’s friends A and D would collude with their acquaintance C against
receiver B. Also note that whether A and D are (not) connected on the social
graph is irrelevant to our notion of recommendation independence.

Deterrence against threshold probing. Receiver B can also detect whether
recommender friend A and unknown sender C probe his acceptability threshold
in a particular application by repeatedly including different tie-strength parameter values. First, repeated recommendations for the same identity C issued by A
within a given time interval would automatically cause a second-opinion request
by B. Second, repeated recommendations for different identities corresponding
to real C, would require that all identities be related to B’s other friends since
a second opinion request would fail otherwise. Furthermore, low tie strength evidence for any of C’s identities would have to be maintained by A for all C’s
recommendations in the social network over an interval of time. Otherwise, B’s
false recommendations of C could be detected. Third, a couple of failed recommendation attempts by A would cause A to lose his collateral with B.
Mandated tie strength parameters. If the colluding parties, namely A and
C, could control all tie strength parameters simultaneously, they might still be
able to discover a (narrow) range of parameter values that are both acceptable to
B and pass his deterrence check. Our model also addresses this type of attack that
not all recording mechanisms for measurable tie strength parameters be under
a user’s control. Hence, not all parameters could be decreased simultaneously
to create consistent false evidence of weak social ties. We require that some
parameters that could not be manipulated by any colluding parties be used in all
recommendations. These parameters would be routinely provided and endorsed
by third parties such as phone, e-mail, and other service providers.

6

Usability

We have conducted an extensive set of user studies to verify real users’ ability to
display, understand, and evaluate the tie strength between parties. We stress that
this is the only parameter of our model that needs to be explicitly measured and
displayed to users. In contrast, the collateral values of social relations of a user
can be reasonably accurately estimated by the user himself/herself. Our usability
studies are reported in detail elsewhere [18]. In this section we summarize those
findings.
6.1

Visualization of “Tie Strength” Evidence

Tie strength can be visualized to help authenticate online identities. For example,
based on the social relationship as depicted in Figure 5, receiver Bob can decide
to accept an online “friend” invitation from unknown sender Charlie as follows:
if the invitation contains visual tie strength evidence endorsed by their mutual
friends (Alice and David in this case), Bob accepts Charlie’s invitation based on
the social collateral he assigns to the tie strength between Charlie and his two
mutual friends.
We have formulated the details of visualizing tie strength, and Figure 7 is an
example of tie strength visualization. This visualization displays six parameters:
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Fig. 7. Visualization of tie strength between Charlie and Bob’s friends (Alice and
David). This diagram displays how frequently Charlie has been interacting with Alice
(red graph) and David (blue graph).

– Frequency of communication: This parameter is represented on the yaxis. Bob can compare how frequently Charlie has interacted with Alice by
comparing Alice’s graph with the average interaction frequency line which
represents the interaction frequency that Bob had with all his other friends
(i.e., 4 years ago, Charlie interacted more frequently with Alice than with
all his other friends).
– Length of relationship: As represented on the x-axis, this parameter shows
how long Charlie has known Alice and David.
– Reciprocity of communication: The variations of coloring schemes on a
circle represent the reciprocity information. A fully-colored circle represents
that two people communicate reciprocally, and a half-colored circle represents one-way communication where one party attempts to interact but the
other party does not respond.
– Selected mutual friends: The individual graphs in visualization correspond to selected mutual friends between the invitation sender and the receiver. Figure 7 displays Alice and David as Bob’s selected mutual friends.
– Recency of interaction: The rightmost point on the graph represents how
recent the interaction was between the sender and the mutual friend. In
Figure 7, Charlie’s most recent interaction with David was last month.
– Communication type: People can communicate using (1) on-line channels (e.g., Online Social Networks (OSNs), emails, Instant Messangers), or
(2) off-line channels (e.g., physical encounter, phone conversations). Labeling the communication type empowers the receiver to judge the approximate
strength of ties. For example, a “100% on-line” label for the entire length of
relationship may indicate individuals who have only established a relationship through purely on-line means.

6.2

Usability Evaluation: a Facebook Application

In order to test whether the tie strength visualization help users make correct
authentication decisions, we have developed a Facebook application that plots
interaction frequencies. After querying the Facebook database according to the
user’s policy, this application retrieves a stream of wall posts between the sender
and mutual friends, and plots interaction frequencies on a graph.
Procedure. We designed an online user study and recruited 93 participants
using Amazon Mechanical Turk. All our participants were living in the U.S.
We asked each participant to download our Facebook application and run
it to check the tie strength visualization of their pending Facebook invitation
senders or their friends (if they did not have any pending invitations). We asked
each participant to run the application at least 3 times.
We then asked them to provide feedback on our tie strength visualization.
More specifically, we asked questions related to (1) how understandable is the
visualization, (2) how easy is the application to use, and (3) whether they would
accept an invitation even if this application displays below-average interaction
frequency with the participant’s friend(s).
Results. Overall, participants provided promising feedback.
– Understandability: 85% of the participants indicated that they understood tie strength of people as shown on the visualization, and 85% indicated
that Figure 7 was a good way of displaying tie strength.
– Robustness: 90% indicated that they would not accept an invitation if the
graph were placed below the average interaction frequency.
– Usability: 83% indicated that the visualization was easy to use, and 88%
mentioned that our authentication application was easy to use. When we
asked for possible future use, 84% expressed likeliness to use our application
before accepting invitations.
The study results confirm that providing tie strength visualization to users
is a promising direction to help users authenticate online identities.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduces the notion of interactive trust protocols and illustrates
how to establish attribute-authentication trust between two untrusting parties
(e.g., between service providers and service receivers) who do not share a common trusted third party (TTP) or trust infrastructure (e.g., a public-key infrastructure). While helpful in many cases, TTPs create additional complexity and
uncertainty, and sometimes become an attractive attack target. More fundamentally, the need for TTPs would beg the very question we want to answer, namely
how can we establish trust between two previously untrusting parties. To remove
the need for a TTP, we used a social collateral model inspired by those found in
behavioral economics [15].

Interactive trust protocols could also be used in modeling the basic steps
of online scams and/or deceptions. Most such protocols include a value proposition, asymmetric trust/outcomes, and an unsatisfied, or unsatisfiable, safety
condition. Hence, the use of these protocols to model scams and deceptions
would offer a way to detect patterns of possible scams and alert unsuspecting
users. A good starting point would be to use these protocols for the few real-life
cases of scams described by Stajano and Wilson [26].
Another extension of this work would be to develop social collateral models
for trust networks [8], perhaps along the lines of those studied in behavioral
economics. For example, the modeling of “agency problems” using Greif’s wellknown model [12] may in fact work better in 21st century’s computer networks
than in 11th century’s coalitions of Maghribi traders [4, 10].
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